EXPERIENCE GREECE
Lindian Village launches for S2013 an exclusive program filled with activities
that will enrich your luxury holiday with unique and special memories.
Experience Greece by choosing among our list created for discerning
travelers.
Wine tasting on the Beach
Our sommelier will travel you around Greece with the different wines,
introducing you the typical Greek grape varieties with spectacular sea views.
Gastronomy
If you have a passion for food, learn how to cook authentic Greek recipes with
the guidance of our executive Chef. Cooking lesson followed by casual lunch.
Dinner @ Basil Greek Restaurant €
Experience authentic local cuisine at Basil; our gourmet Greek restaurant.
Here we use traditional ingredients with Greek Denomination of Origin, such
as olive oil, vegetables, wild greens, legumes, fish and fruit to create dishes
inspired by both mainland Greece and the Aegean Islands. Pair each dish with
a Greek wine, mainly originating from small but exceptional producers. Sit
back and enjoy the restaurant’s atmosphere, its traditional blue and white
decor and watch the beautiful evening sunsets.
Greek Night
Enjoy a themed buffet evening filled with local flavours, spices and herbs
accompanied by Greek melodies.
“Kalimera” Breakfast
Start your day with a healthy breakfast based on the Mediterranean diet and
the local products, combining tradition with contemporary eating habits.
Fishing Trip €
Sail in Caique, a traditional wooden fishing boat, explore your fishing skills
and refresh your senses dipping in the crystal clear waters. Enjoy a freshly
made Kakavia, a Greek fish soup using the catch of the day. Get the full
senses of the Greek summer in this cruise tailor-made only for you.

88 € per person for min 10 pax max 20 full day trip| includes aperitif with
canapés, fish soup lunch & drinks.

Sailing lessons €
The south part of Rhodos is a fantastic area for sailing. The Meltemi wind
offers a soft breeze in the morning which is perfect to start your sailing
lessons. During the day the wind gets stronger and will challenge the
experienced sailors.
Our professional instructors will show you how to handle the sailing boat.
At the end of your basic course (8 hours) you will acquire an International
Sailing Licence having learned how to set the sails, to keep the different
courses, how to turn in both directions and to cruise against the wind.

Price per person is 330 € for 5 lessons
Beauty Salon
Learn how local organic ingredients that are normally used in the kitchen can
be your beauty partner. We will share with you the beauty secrets inherited
from our grandmothers, to immediately rejuvenate your skin.
Greek Movies
Enjoy an open air cinema night and discover the beauties of our country as
shown in famous films “made absolutely in Greece”.
Walking Tour €
Come closer to nature, walking along the nearby wood admiring beautiful
panoramas and getting acquainted with the local flora and fauna. Experienced
guides will accompany you.

Price per person 50 € per person | discounts apply when more people
participate.

Prices wherever quoted are per person and inclusive of all taxes.

